In this paper, a new method for line segments matching for indoor reconstruction will be presented. The problem of line segment tracker is addressed, which does not require any knowledge about the motion of the camera nor the structure of the observed scene. The slopes of lines segment as feature to track are used in order to deal with the instability of the endpoint extraction. The proposed method relies solely on the geometry layout of the slope of the segment and not on photometric or color profiles and does not need any knowledge about the parameters of the camera or its rotation. The obtained results showed the feasibility of the method.
INTRODUCTION
The development of algorithms for tracking objects in image sequences is a major problem for many applications related to computer vision, robotics, etc.. A reliable extraction and tracking of spatio-temporal visual information is indeed a key to the success or failure of such applications.
Two main methods for tracking exist: those based on the contour and those based on the texture of the object. The first approach is essential to track the primitives in the image space or 3D geometric primitives like (points, lines, circles ...). The contour of the object, the projection of the contours of a 3D object, etc. The latter uses a correlation criterion related to the information given by the grayscale pattern of the object or other information presented in this pattern (color...).
Tracking method based edge depends on the strong spatial gradients defining the edge of the object or some geometric primitives present in a pattern (points, lines, distances ...). With regard to tracking in the space of the image (2D tracking), this approach describes the object to follow using geometric primitives as special points [1, 2] , angles, contours [3, 4] , line segments [5, 6] or ellipses [7] , etc.. However, just look around us to deduce that the line segment is a very expressive primitive in our environment. Line segments in an image represent significant information about the structure of the perceived scene: it is basic primitives on which many applications can be built (recognition of structured objects [8] , or 3D reconstruction structured scenes in robotics [9, 10] ). Segments were indeed several interesting properties: they are naturally perfectly straight lines in the scene; they can be used to estimate various geometric transformations, and are invariant under change of perspective. But this property is only exploitable if the segments extraction algorithms are robust and stable: classical methods are fragile, they are very sensitive to image noise, lighting conditions and change views.
A common way to obtain line segments is to link gradient maximum points [11] in order to assume a contour and apply one of the methods summarized in [12, 13, 14] .
The tracking methods of the segment, developed, are based either on the Kalman filtering [15] , where the assumption of "short baselines" is issued, either by using the epipolar line bundles to constrain to constrain good matches [16] . This method is fast and accurate but requires knowledge of the epipolar geometry thus requires camera calibration which makes it unsuitable for camera calibration.
In [17] , a segment matching method with an application to wide baseline stereo is presented. Here, feature points (SIFT, HOG, ...) are extracted and used as anchor points. The actual segments pairing are performed by first, grouping putative matches using their color profiles. Then, anchorpoint/segment sideness consistency is exploited to sort out the matches. Obviously, if no or few point features were detected and paired, the segment matching will rely solely on color profiles which are known to be unstable.
The proposed approach in this paper, uses line segments rather than points as landmarks, since there are some advantages in using line segments. Images of artificial environments with little texture contain many line segments, whereas few point features can be localized in such a scene. Moreover, line segment detection is more reliable than point detection. Line segment matching is also more robust than point matching with respect to partial occlusion and viewpoint changes.
In this paper, a new method is presented for segments tracking. The proposed method is suitable in an indoor environment.
The main problem when dealing with line segments is the instability of the endpoint extraction along the line. To avoid this instability, the proposed tracker uses as primitive the slope of the line segment because the slopes are more robust to noise than the endpoint of line segments.
One of the highlights, of the method is that using uniquely the mathematical relation between the slopes, on image sequences. The method does not require any knowledge of the calibration of the camera or its motion..
POSITION OF THE PROBLEM
In this work, horizontal rotational camera movement is assumed. The proposed geometrical model is illustrated by figure 1. After each rotation of the camera, a new image is acquired and noted IM i , where i refers to the position number of the camera. In each image some of the line segments or interest points, defining segment, are extracted. 
B. Geometrical model for the motion of camera rotation
The geometrical model of image formation is defined by (see figure 1 ).
-Oi is the impact point of the image IMi defined as the intersection of the optical axis with the image plane.
-L is the center of projection of the camera, OiL represent the focal length f.
-(Oi Ui Vi) is the internal reference associated to IMi.
-The theoretical external reference (OXYZ) is defined so as : OX is parallel to OiUi , OY parallel to the optical axis,
The axis of rotation OZ is parallel to OiVi.
-The camera is fixed so that the rotational axis passes through the optical axis. Due to the uncertainty of the mechanics, the OZ axis is close to the impact point whose position is at the distance d between O and L.
-ex, ez define the dimensions of the pixel.
None of the defined parameters is known. The aim, is to develop a mathematical relation that allows the computation of the matching parameters without knowledge of the angle of camera rotation. This relation must be independent of the camera model and will use only the coordinates of image points in the different images. The figure 2, shows that when the camera is rotated around the origin O, the projection center L and image plan IMi are also rotated with the same angle. 
As the reference (OXYZ) refers to the initial position of the camera, the angle  may be considered as equal to zero. Equations 1 and 2 will serve to determine the new coordinates of points after two rotations of the camera. 
Where
Images of line segments in new images after camera rotation
After a second rotation of the camera with an angle , the segment Si will be projected on IM 2 as Si Following the same steps described in 3.1 :
Where 
The substitution of X i,1 , and Y i,1 in (5) by their expressions gives :
Dividing equation (7) For any segments taken from images 1,2 and 3 if they are matched they will give the same value of .
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Principle of Algorithm
The main idea of the method is to compute the values of () using three triplets of line segments   In the case where the three triplets are matched, solution of equations (11) be two triplets chosen randomly from the second and the third image so as they not match the first triplet.
In this case, the resolution of equations (11), by means of the slopes of these segment lines, gives empirical values of ( v ).
Let A be the event corresponding to the same values of ( v ) computed using other three triplets. As there are n(n-1)(n-2) possible values generated from all possible combinations, the probability of this event is equal to
Let B be the event corresponding to another three triplets producing the same values of ( v ). As the event B is independent of the event A, the probability that the two events occur one after the other is equal to :
Prob(BA)=Prob(B)xProb(A).
The repeat of this reasoning over all triplets, give the conclusion that the probability that the same values of ( v ) will be computed m times decreases towards zero when m increases.
This result constitutes our main idea. It is inspired from the basic principle of the Hough Transform [19] , generating all possible values of ( v ). The values ( v ) computed from the maximum number of three triplets constitute the solution of our problem, and these triplets of line segments constitute the result of the matching images.
Algorithm
Let H be a function computing value of () using a set of three triplets of line segments. 
End.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Data of experiments
Two kinds of data are used : -simulated data serving for the study of the impact of many factors on the uncertainty estimation of rotation angles with the orientation of line segments, the amounts of angles and noise. -Images of an interior 3D scene acquired by a camera performing pan rotation. To do this, a mechanical device for the movement of the camera, are used. This included a fixed support and a guidance and motor reducer drive device to move the camera in a horizontal rotational manner (see figure 3) , where the rotation axis passes through the center of the camera. A set of images was taken by the camera after two rotations. For each position, an image of the scene was acquired. Figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate an example of three acquired images. In order to study what are the more robust categories of slopes to noise, the value of 3 pixels for the ray r are used, which allowed the application of algorithm on new slopes that are noisier than in real images. It is clear that the considerable noise decreases the accuracy in the estimation of the slopes.
However, we can conclude that the slopes of long segment are more robust to noise that the short one. And with the same length of line segments, the horizontal one is more robust than the other categories. 
Tracking line segment for indoor image
Contour points of the three images illustrated in figure 4,5 and 6 are extracted using the Canny-Deriche detector [20] and approximated by a set straight line segment (see figure 10 ). The algorithm of section 3.5 is applied to the estimation matching line segments.
In order to increase the accuracy of computed values of (), all combinations of segments are used, for which the absolute slopes appertain to horizontal or oblique segment. If n is the number of matched lines for each one of the three images, the number of values of () is C The value of () which has the big vote gives the line segments which are in correspondence.
The matching segments are as follow
The segments with same colors are in correspondence.
B) Sequence of 3 real images (chair)
Images are segmented by Canny-Deriche method
The value of Sigma which has the big vote gives the line segments which are in correspondence.
The segments with same colors are in correspondence. The Number on the segment indicate the order of its extraction on image
Example: the segment 0, 11, 0 represent the same segment and are matching.
CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel method is presented to match line segments in an indoor environment.
Our contribution in this work is :
• The proposition of a method which resolves the problem of matching the segment features without any knowledge about camera's motion or its parameters comparing to others witch necessitate the calibration of the cameras.
• The proposed algorithm is based uniquely on the simple mathematical formulation exiting between the slopes of line segments in successive images where the others suppose the camera motion are known or necessitate a set of initial matching features.
• The method is robust to noise because the slope is more robust than the endpoint of the segment.
• The method is completely intensity-blind as no photometric information was used to achieve the matching.
The tracker algorithm tested on synthetic data generated by computer gives expected results on noisy and not noisy data.
Applied also to real images segmented by Canny-Deriche's method, the proposed algorithm gives suitable results. Furthermore, the experiment shows that the algorithm gives better results for the oblique segments (< = 45 °) and for longer segments with regard to the short ones.
The proposed method depends strongly on the robustness of the algorithm of the extraction of line seegment
